With just a few clicks, AIRWays Reporting gets you the data you need to teach your students.

AIRWays Reporting gathers the results from every test your students complete and displays that data into user-friendly reports that show you exactly what you need to know. No matter which results you want to view, AIRWays Reporting keeps things simple by using consistent report layouts for all tests. These reports allow you to easily focus on all the essential performance data, free from the distracting clutter of complicated statistics.

Despite the simplicity of its reports, AIRWays Reporting is a very technologically advanced system that seamlessly integrates with the other systems in the AIRWays suite.

- AIRWays Reporting uses roster-building features from TIDE so you can create custom rosters to organize your reports on the fly.
- It also communicates with TDS and AIRWays Authoring to let you directly view a student’s entered response to the test items in certain reports.

A One-Stop Shop for All your Test Results

When you use AIRWays Reporting, a bounty of information is at your fingertips. That’s because AIRWays Reporting can show you performance data for any test that your assessment program administers. Whether you need to see results for benchmark, interim, summative, or teacher-authored tests, you can do it all from this single, sleek system.

Not only that, but AIRWays Reporting can show you performance data at any level, from the state level, all the way down to the level of an individual student.

You can browse reports with just a few clicks.

1. The Dashboard Report shows you basic info for every available test. You can click the name of a test to view more details for it in its individual Assessment Report.
2. From each Assessment Report, you can click the magnifying glass icons to view details at a more specific level.
   - For example, if you click a roster in a school-level report, you’ll see test data for students in that roster. Then you can click a student’s name to see details for just that student.
Track your Students’ Progress

When your students complete certain related tests, AIRWays Reporting puts together longitudinal reports that show you how your students’ performance has changed over time. You can use these reports to instantly identify which of your students are improving and which ones may be struggling with the material.

Longitudinal reports are easy to build, so that you can quickly set up the reports to include the information that matters most to you.

1. To view longitudinal reports, first click the clock icon above an Assessment Report.
2. Next, choose which students and related tests you want to include in the report. AIRWays automatically adjusts the data based on your chosen parameters.
3. When you generate the report, a set of line graphs will appear, illustrating the performance trends for your selected students in a simple and intuitive way.

Focus your Attention with Individual Student Reports

AIR knows that gathering each student’s performance details is an important task for teachers. That’s why AIRWays Reporting includes a handy tool for generating Individual Student Reports.

1. Just choose which tests you want to include in the reports.
2. Next, select the students whose reports you need to see.
3. Then all you have to do is click the Generate button, and AIRWays Reporting automatically creates detailed reports for each student and assessment you selected. It’s as easy as that!

View Test Results A.S.A.P.

AIRWays Reporting lets you skip the wait time usually required for viewing test results. Since AIRWays Reporting seamlessly integrated with AIR’s item and test scoring systems, you’ll be able to see accurate and reliable reports for tests immediately after students submit them!

On top of that, AIRWays Reporting includes a built-in hand-scoring tool that lets you enter the scores for any test items that can’t be scored automatically. This way, you can cut out the middleman by scoring tests and viewing their reports all in one convenient location.

Want to learn more?
Contact the AIRWays team for more details!